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Abstract 

Elite recruitment is a crucial issue in modern democracies. This paper examines whether different 

elite groups follow similar career trajectories to their elite positions and how common it is to recruit 

individuals who have passed through a ‘revolving door’ from another elite sector. The analysis draws 

on a mapping of elites in Denmark including MPs and ministers, top bureaucrats and interest group 

leadership. By mapping the full career of these elites we demonstrate the presence of various career 

trajectories that are relatively distinct for each elite group. In addition, we find that only seven percent 

of the holders of current elite positions have previously held an elite position in another sector. 
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Introduction 

When individuals shift between high-profiled elite positions it attracts widespread attention. This was 

the case in 2019, when the Danish Chamber of Commerce recruited the current Minister for Business 

as their new CEO. Similarly, the recruitment of top-level bureaucrats to become CEO’s of interest 

groups such as the Confederation of Danish Industry, Local Government Denmark and the Danish 

Football Association attracted attention. Examples like these raise public and scholarly concern about 

the possible consequences of a revolving door between elite positions: do future career prospects 

affect the current behavior of elite members such as MPs and top bureaucrats (Egerod, 2021; Shepard 

& You, 2020)? Can some lobby groups gain an unfair advantage by recruiting individuals with inside 

information and access to extensive networks in politics and administration (Blanes i Vidal et al., 

2012; Downs 1967: 88)? And do these high-profiled shifts indicate similar recruitment criteria across 

different elite groups – possibly leading to little diversity in the political elite? 

A crucial step in addressing these questions is moving from anecdotic evidence to systematic 

mapping of whether elite individuals in different sectors follow similar career paths and how often 

they are recruited from elite positions in other sectors. While the possible existence of a revolving 

door has attracted much attention, most existing studies of European countries include just a single 

elite group and focus on the question of where elites go after they leave their position (Askim et al., 

2020; Batouro & Arlow, 2018; Claessen et al. 2021; Claveria & Verge, 2015; Byrne & Teakston, 

2015; Blach-Ørsten et al. 2017; Dörrenbacher, 2016, Hjelmar et al., 2021; Rasmussen et al., 2021) 

rather than how they obtained their current elite position. The most relevant studies present mixed 

evidence. A recent study of the Finish political elite finds relatively little mobility between elites with 

most mobility from politics to other elite positions (Ruostetsaari, 2021) and a Danish study focusing 

on a network based elite definition finds distinct career trajectories associated with different sectors, 
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but also points to similarities for example in the organizations elite individuals have been connected 

to (Ellersgaard et al., 2019). 

In this article we ask: To what extent do parliamentary, bureaucratic and interest group 

elites have similar or distinct career trajectories – and to what extent are these elites recruited from 

elite positions in other sectors? We define elites as: “individuals and small, relatively cohesive and 

stable groups with disproportionate power to affect national and supranational political outcomes on 

a continuing basis” (Best & Highley, 2012: 3; Veit, 2020). We argue that the three elite sectors – 

parliament, top administration and top interest groups – vary in terms of recruitment criteria, political 

brand associated with the elite position, and incentives to exit. In combination, these factors affects 

the likelihood that: 1) elite actors in a sector follow similar career paths to the top and that: 2) elite 

actors in a sector have revolved into their current position. 

Our analysis is based on coding of the post-educational careers of 572 individuals who held 

an elite position in Denmark in 2018. We include MPs and ministers, top-bureaucrats in the national 

administration and both interest group chairmen and CEO’s. To map career trajectories we use 

sequence analysis, which takes employment positions, their order and duration into account to 

identify typical career paths within elite sectors as well as potential moves across sectors 

(Binderkrantz et al., 2020; Ohmura et al. 2019; Rasmussen et al., 2021). Furthermore, we code 

recruitments of individuals who have previously occupied an elite position in a different sector to 

map the extent of ‘elite revolvers’. 

Our findings suggest that while the anecdotal examples are memorable they are not very 

representative. In fact, only seven percent of the elite actors in 2018 were revolvers in the sense that 

they had previously occupied an elite position in one of the other sectors. Moreover, our analysis of 

career trajectories find relatively distinct career paths towards positions in the different sectors. Most 

of those occupying a top position in the bureaucracy or as a CEO in an interest groups have a career 
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trajectory that is similar to their peers, but different from other elite individuals. More variation is 

found when it comes to elected positions in parliament and interest groups, possibly reflecting less 

restrictive recruitment criteria for these positions. 

In other words, the doors between elite sectors only rarely revolve. This should be 

comforting news for those worrying about the detrimental consequences of revolving doors. On the 

other hand, it raises the question of whether elites are in fact trapped in a ‘golden cage’, with few 

career benefits from shifts to other elite sectors and the risk of meeting a closed door if exiting their 

current position (Hjelmar et al, 2021; Svallfors, 2016). This alternative perspective also raises 

concerns, as expertise will not travel across elite sectors promoting mutual understanding and 

knowledge. It may also result in recruitment issues, as individuals are not willing to risk the capture 

for instance by being associated with a specific political party (Hjelmar et al., 2021). 

 

The Positional Political Elite 

A first step in any analysis of political elites is defining and identifying the relevant individuals.  

The national political elite is not easy to define and identify. Intuitively the political elite holds powers 

to influence decisions consequential for a society. There are basically two approaches to identify the 

relevant elite actors: the relational and the positional approach1. With the relational approach, 

identification is rather explorative using interviews or documents to construct lists of actors 

potentially engaged in powerful relations – e.g. large companies, interest groups, administrative and 

parliamentary personnel and participants at exclusive social events – and study the interaction among 

this large set of actors to identify the ones most central to the network as belonging to the political 

elite (Larsen & Ellersgaard 2019). The strength of this method is that the size of the elite is not 

                                                            
1 These are the two most widely used approaches. Less widespread are the decisional and the reputational approach 
(Knoke 1993). 
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predetermined but rather a product of the empirically identified network. The downside is that 

centrality in networks do not necessarily entail power to influence decisions consequential for society. 

For instance, significant symbolic actors like the Queen of Denmark or The Speaker of Parliament 

may be centrally placed – appearing on multiple lists - but not influential, whereas heads of 

government agencies may be quite influential but not centrally placed in social-political networks.  

In contrast, the positional approach departs from formally powerful positions in a society 

and identifies individuals occupying these positions as part of the political elite (Hoffmann & Lange 

2006). Hereby, the size of the elite is defined by the number of positions taken to be politically 

influential and therefore limited to individuals with formal power excluding potentially powerful 

actors operating without such positions for instance large business owners.  

In this study, we are particularly interested in individuals having obtained a position allowing 

them to influence (national) political decisions rather than exploring the composition or socio-cultural 

character of the national elite in a broader sense. The analytical focus thus are directed towards 

recruitment to top positions within the political elite. We therefore use the positional approach and 

define the national political elite as individuals being elected for parliament, holding leading positions 

in the national administration or in powerful interest groups. Powerful interest groups are defined as 

those having privileged and institutionalized access to national decision making processes 

(Binderkrantz et al. 2017). We hereby study three elite-sectors: the political, the administrative and 

the organized interests. Notably, this includes both elected positions as MPs and as chairmen of 

interest groups and positions where individuals have been hired – top positions in the bureaucracy 

and as CEO’s of interest groups.  

 

Recruitment Criteria, Reputational Costs and Exit Incentives across Elite Sectors 

Obtaining an elite position is the result of a long and multi-phased selection process and the outcome 

depends both on the characteristics of the candidates, the priorities of the gate-keepers, and the 
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institutional setting in which the selection process takes place (Norris 1997). The basic model of elite 

recruitment was originally developed in relation to the recruitment of elected politicians (Norris 

1997), but has been used to analyze recruitment processes in other sectors as well (Christiansen, 

Møller and Togeby 2001, 29ff.). Inspired by this model of recruitment, we propose a theoretical 

model consisting of three factors: 1) recruitment criteria: restrictive recruitment criteria limit 

opportunities to access an elite sector without meeting sector-specific qualifications, 2) reputational 

costs: association with specific ideological positions may make candidates and/or employers refrain 

from engaging with a specific elite sector, and 3) exit incentives: uncertainty regarding stability of 

elite position incentivizing actors to seek access to other elite sectors.  

In combination, these three factors affect the extent to which career trajectories in a sector 

are expected to follow distinct or more diverse paths as well as the likelihood that elite individuals 

will be recruited from other sectors – that is the likelihood for revolving doors to open. We argue that 

the three elite sectors discussed in this paper vary in terms of exit incentives, recruitment criteria and 

reputational costs. In the following, we discuss the three factors for each elite sector and then turn to 

the specific context of Denmark to develop expectations for elite exchange across political sectors in 

Denmark.  

 

The parliamentary elite 

For the parliamentary elite, the recruitment criteria are formally loose but politically more 

restrictive. There are no formal qualifications for a career as elected politicians except that candidates 

need to have citizenship and hold the right to vote at a national election. In practice, many political 

candidates are well educated – and typically better educated than the electorate (Bovens & Wille 

2017) – but this is no requirement. Politically, however, political parties guard access to parliament. 

Candidate selection procedures vary across political systems and parties (Lundell, 2011), but party 
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selectors tend to prefer party loyal candidates (Vandeleene 2021) who can attract votes to the party 

(Dodeigne et al. 2019). This result in a dual party strategy, where many candidates are recruited after 

serving the party for years while others are “parachuted” into politics to attract volatile voters 

(Svallfors, 2016: 65; Ohmura et al. 2018). As such, the restrictiveness of recruitment criteria are 

mixed but do entail some element of documented party loyalty.  

The reputational costs of joining the parliamentary elite are potentially high. Elite positions 

in parliament are connected to ideological positions and party brands that might be less attractive to 

other employers. Public agencies may be quite cautious recruiting people for top-positions, if they 

have a clear and explicit political profile (Svallfors 2016). Interest groups may be less cautious as 

they also promote specific interests, but depending on the kind of interests they promote engaging 

too clearly with specific parties may not serve them well in terms of recruiting or maintaining 

members. With the publicity and ideological clarity associated with elite positions in parliament, 

careers in this sector comes with relatively high reputational costs.  

The incentives to seek exit may be forced upon MPs if they do not manage to be re-elected 

or they might seek exit as they anticipate risk of not being re-elected or not being able to stay in 

government holding a position as minister. Compared to other elites, MPs face this risk regularly 

though turnover rates are low in many countries (Matland & Studlar 2004: 93). Moreover, the 

publicity of an MP is related to severe personal and professional pressure in the form of constant 

media coverage and also harassment (Krook & Sanin 2020). Such pressure may induce more MPs to 

seek exit compared to individuals in other elite sectors.   

 

Central administrative elite 

The recruitment system of the central administration elite is very different from that of the 

parliamentary elite. To qualify for a position in the central administration, there are specific 
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professional requirements. A university degree is practically a conditio sine qua non, and top civil 

servants therefore tend to be more educated than employees in similar positions in other parts of the 

economy – simply because such education is a formal requirement for appointment (Peters, 2004: 

112). In the literature, scholars distinguish between two ideal types of civil service systems: the 

career-based system and the position-based system (Veit, 2020). The career-based system promotes 

candidates based on a regulated system taking mainly seniority and intra-administrative merits into 

account. This fosters few inter-sectorial shifts and life-long careers within the system. The position-

based system promotes candidates based on open merit-based recruitment strategies offering no 

regulated career model for individuals entering the system. A position-based system typically results 

in more diverse career patterns, but still operates by rather restrictive recruitment criteria compared 

to those of the parliamentary elite, as relevant education and professional merits needs to be 

documented to qualify for the position.  

Even though professional, non-political merits are key for careers in the administration, 

some administrations are more politicized than others. The extreme case is the US where top civil 

servants are changed with each successive president (Engelstad, 2018: 44), and the system has 

therefore been characterized as a ’government of strangers’ given the high turnover of top civil 

servants (Heclo, 1977). The stereotypical example of a non-politicized career system is the UK where 

there are strong limits to politicization of the bureaucracy as well as bureaucratization of politics 

(Dahlström & Lapuente, 2017: 14). A politicized civil service may increase the reputational costs 

of this sector, making it more difficult to exchange an elite position in the administration to an elite 

position in another sector, but it may also increase diversity in careers leading to elite positions in the 

administration, as qualifications earned outside the civil service may be valued next to intra-

organizational merits when recruiting new top-bureaucrats. 
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The type of system also influence the incentives to exit. In a career-based system, top-

bureaucrats have earned their position after many years in the organization. It is an “end-position” of 

a long career and the most likely exit is to retire or perhaps move to a similar position within the 

sector. In a position-based system, particularly combined with a politicized civil service, top-

bureaucrats are more likely to look for attractive exit opportunities sharing a similar risk as MPs for 

losing their job at the next election. Depending on the system in which the individual was recruited, 

exit incentives may be the highest – in politicized, position-based systems – or the lowest – in career-

based systems compared to other elite sectors.   

 

Interest group elite 

The literature on recruitment for the interest group elite is scarce compared to that on elected 

politicians and the civil service. We assume that reaching a top-position in an interest group takes 

place under conditions that are different from those of elected politicians and very different from that 

of top civil servants. Interest groups are very different in terms of size, resources, purpose, and 

strategy (Binderkrantz and Christiansen 2014), which may influence their recruitment procedures. 

Even if we only include those who have the more privileged access to the government, they are still 

very different. Public interest groups by way of example recruit members in a different way than 

economic interest groups (Binderkrantz 2009). To complicate things further, elite positions among 

interest groups take two forms; one is the elected chair of an interest group and the other is the hired 

CEO, director or otherwise titled administrative leader of the organization’s secretariat (Christiansen, 

Møller, and Togeby 2001, 114ff.).  

Interest group chairs share with the parliamentary elite that their elite position presumes a 

formal election. While the qualification phase involves few rules, the selection phases are regulated 

by the organization’s statutes that often implies election to a competent body such as a congress or a 
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board and later the advancement to the group’s chair. In many cases, there are no competitors for the 

post, because potential alternatives have been deselected prior to the formal appointment process. The 

election is thus often a formal confirmation of a long (informal) selection process (Christiansen, 

Møller, and Togeby 2001; 114ff). Due to this “hidden” process the recruitment criteria for interest 

group chairs are uncertain. We expect them to relate to some of the same qualifications as elected 

MPs: ability to attract members and be loyal to the organizational values or political goals. However, 

on top of this chairs should also be able to navigate the organization through the political process 

maximizing organizational influence on public policy. In this respect, recruitment criteria are less 

restrictive compared to the administration and less uniform compared to parliament, where political 

parties guard the doors.  

Organization directors (CEOs) may have the same background as the chair. However, they 

may also be recruited from outside the organization as they are not elected by the members. Directors 

of large interest groups may thus be perceived as professional lobbyist specialized in public relations 

and recruited due to these professional skills rather than organizational loyalty or roots. The 

recruitment criteria are therefore different and more restrictive compared to those for chairs as a CEO 

needs to have developed and documented professional skills as a lobbyist.   

For CEOs as well as organization chair, involvement in interest groups entail a political 

label. As such it also entails some reputational costs. These are plausibly lower than for MPs due to 

lower publicity and plausibly higher for chairs compared to CEOs as chairs are recruited from inside 

the organization representing the organization’s interests. A prerequisite for transferring could 

therefore be a “political match”. In other words, actors would be more likely to transfer through 

careers between socialist parties and unions and between liberal/conservative parties and business 

associations (Swallfors 2016). 
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Similarly, incentives to exit are likely to vary across chairs and CEOs. CEOs may seek exit 

after some years to avoid the reputational costs, while chairs may anticipate the risk of being de-

selected but otherwise not have many incentives to move to other sectors where her qualification as 

an organizational champ are less relevant. 

 

Building Expectations for Elite Transfers across Sectors in Denmark 

As evident from the discussion above, the three theoretical factors may have general analytical merit 

while the sector specific incentives, requirements and reputational cost to a large extent depend on 

the political system in which these elite sectors are situated. In this paper, we investigate the political 

elite in Denmark.  

As in most European democracies, political parties control access to the parliamentary elite. 

A fundamental requirement for becoming a member of parliament is to be selected as candidate by 

the party. However, most candidates run on open party lists making other qualifications than party 

loyalty – such as popularity or celebrity - relevant to maximize votes (Dodeigne et al. 2017), and the 

threshold for entering parliament is low (2 percent) making it easier for new parties to enter. Hence, 

compared to many other systems, recruitment criteria are low, which is also reflected in a substantial 

number of “outsiders” entering parliament without substantial experience from local politics or party 

organizational work (Binderkrantz et al. 2019). Still, reputational cost associated with party 

representation does make it a crucial choice to start a career as a politician, and compared to other 

elite sectors this should make it more difficult for politicians to move across elite sectors. These 

reputational costs along with risks of de-election and harassment should make MPs more likely to 

seek revolving doors than individuals in other elite sectors.   

As for the civil service, Denmark has stuck to an almost pure Weberian meritocratic model 

– and more pronounced than in any other Western country (Christensen 2004). The only breach with 
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the meritocratic principle is the recruitment of ministerial advisors of which each minister has one or 

two (Christensen 2012; Christiansen, Niklasson, and Öhberg 2016). The meritocratic principle 

implies that candidates for elite positions are promoted on the basis of their merits. A university 

degree is a de facto qualification and candidates in the Danish ministerial departments have a degree 

in law, economics, or political science while agencies employ a more differentiated staff. Over time 

it is has become more rare to enter top positions in the civil service with other types of educational 

background (Christensen 2016: 53, Trangbæk, 2021). The formal gatekeeper for top positions is the 

government’s Hiring Committee, but the permanent secretaries of the ministries play an important 

role in cases of top-positions at the agency level and permanent secretaries from central ministries 

play a role in case of the position as permanent secretary in less central ministries. To central merits 

belong not only good administrative competences, but also – and very important – the ability to read 

and act upon the political preferences of the civil servant’s principal, the minister, even in cases in 

which the minister has only vague ideas of own preferences (Christiansen, Møller and Togeby 2001, 

79ff.; Christensen 2012). Given this recruitment system, recruitment criteria are restrictive, 

reputational costs are limited due to low politization, and incentives to leave may be limited as a top-

bureaucrat has earned the position through a long career within the system. 

The Danish interest group elite come with legacies some of which are still important today. 

Danish corporatism may not be what it was at its highest, but it is far from dead (Christiansen 2020; 

Binderkrantz and Christiansen 2015).This implies comparatively very strong interest groups with a 

high membership coverage and tight formal and informal relations between representatives from 

interest groups and civil servants and elected politicians. Influence on the political agenda are 

continuously high on the strategic preferences of interest groups (Binderkrantz and Christiansen 

2014). One of the changes in Danish corporatism is the disappearance of close formal relations 

between interest groups and political parties. This was particularly prevalent in the relations between 
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the Social Democrats and the trade unions and between the Liberal Party and the agricultural interest 

groups (Christiansen 2012; Togeby and Christiansen 2006). Some relations still exists, and thus 

reputational costs have not disappeared but have decreased. As stated earlier, recruitment procedures 

are less studied in the interest group sector, but given the division between chairs and CEOs in all 

major interest groups, we expect recruitment criteria are more restrictive for CEOs hired as 

professional lobbyists than for chairs elected within the organization to represent members and 

interests.  

Based on sector specific recruitment criteria, reputational costs and exit incentives in 

Denmark, we formulate five expectations regarding patterns of elite sector transfers. First, given the 

variation in the kind of recruitment criteria across elite sectors we expect relatively distinct career 

trajectories and few transfers across elite sectors – the number of revolvers in the elite should be 

limited: 

H1 distinct career trajectories: Elite individuals in different sectors will exhibit distinct 

career trajectories. 

H2 narrow revolving doors: A low number of elite individuals will be recruited from elite 

positions in other sectors.  

Second, based on variation in the restrictiveness of recruitment criteria, we expect that elite actors in 

the administrative sector have the most similar career trajectories as they have to meet the restrictive 

criteria regarding education and political-administrative skills, MPs will share career trajectories 

taking them through political parties, while the elite actors in the interest groups sector are expected 

to have the least similar career trajectories. Specifically: 

H3 career similarity: A larger share of top-bureaucrats follow a similar intra-sectorial 

career path than MPs and interest group elites, in particular. 
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Third, based on variation in reputational costs and restrictiveness of recruitment criteria we expect 

that doors mainly revolve out of the administrative sector so that top-bureaucrats are able to transfer 

into  elite sectors where their administrative and political skills make them attractive to recruiters 

without bringing any political label with them, while it is less likely that MPs or Chairs or CEOs from 

interest groups transfer into the administrative arena.  

H4 one way revolving doors: The highest number of revolvers is found among interest 

groups CEO’s and the lowest in administrative elite positions. 

Finally, given the high reputational costs and relatively high incentives to exit, MPs should be the 

most likely elite individuals to seek transfer being more successful if their political reputation match 

the political profile of the interest group. Specifically:  

H5 politically matching revolving doors: MPs revolve into interest group position 

matching their political reputation, so that center-left MPs transfer to trade unions, 

while center-right MPs transfer into business associations. 

 

Data and Analytical Approach 

We explore the career paths of Danish elite actors and test our hypotheses using data on elite actors 

in Denmark holding an elite position in 2018. As stated above, we operationalize elite positions as 1) 

holding a seat in the national parliament (MPs), 2) leading national administrative units (permanent 

secretaries and agency heads), or 3) leading influential interest groups (chairs and CEOs). Influential 

interest groups are operationalized as interest groups taking seat in at least two government boards or 

committees – hence interest groups with privileged and institutionalized access (Binderkrantz et al. 

2019).   
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Table 1 illustrates the sample of elite actors we collect data for. In parliament, we focus on 

175 MPs elected in the 2015 general election, excluding four North Atlantic MPs. These are all easy 

to identify on the parliamentary website. In the administration, we identified the persons holding 

positions as top civil servants in the central administration in 2018. In 2018, there were 18 permanent 

secretaries and 69 agency heads. These are also easily identified from governmental websites. Finally, 

from lists of members of governmental boards and committees accessed January 1st 2018, we 

identified all interest groups being member of at least two boards or committees and then identified 

their CEO and Chair from their websites. However, this elite sector is more difficult to map. We could 

not identify the Chair and/or CEO in 162 instances, and for 54 elite actors in this sector it was not 

possible to collect sufficient data on their former employment.  

 

Table 1. Number of elite actors in the relevant positions (percentages) 

 
Full set of elite 

positions 

Sample excluding 

unidentified elite 

actors 

Sample excluding elite 

actors with missing 

data 

MP 175 (17) 175 (20) 175 (31) 

Permanent secretary 18 (2) 18 (2) 18 (3) 

Agency head 69 (7) 69 (8) 69 (12) 

IO Chairman  387 (37) 333 (38) 166 (29) 

IO Director  386 (37) 279 (32) 144 (25) 

Total 1035 (100) 874 (100) 572 (100) 

 

In total, we collected data on 572 elite actors, and even though the final sample misses 463 

positions in the interest group sector, this sector still constitutes the one with most positions (54 

percent of the positions).  
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Analytical strategy 

Rather than looking at single states such as the last job before the elite position or the formative 

occupation (Carney, 2007), we investigate careers as sequences in order to take the entire career 

trajectory into account. We therefore use sequence analysis (SA), which takes both the stages, their 

order and duration of the individual career trajectories into account (Jäckle & Kerby, 2018). This 

allows us to investigate the career data with respect to its different partitions and still keep a holistic 

view of the complete sequence. Hereby, we are able to map the typical career paths towards elite 

positions in Denmark across different sectors. To do this we need to 1) collect and code information 

about their career on a year-to-year basis, 2) calculate distances across sequences, and 3) perform a 

cluster analysis to identify the different types of elite career paths.  

In order to perform the first step, we have coded the post-educational careers of the 572 elite 

actors on a year-to-year basis using biographical CV-data obtained from various sources such as 

Parliament biographies, Who is Who, LinkedIn and portraits in the media. Hence, for every year after 

finishing first education – for instance a MA degree in Law – we code employment every year – for 

instance municipal administration, regional administration and national administration. The coding 

process started with recording the name and location of the employer and providing a short 

description of the job function. Next we used these records to code employment in accordance with 

the coding scheme illustrated in Table 2.  
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Table 2. Coding scheme 

Code Specific position 

1 Missing 

2 Outside the labor market (Retired, unemployed, stay-at-home housewife etc.) 

3 Student 

4 Public employee (other places than administration) 

5 Private employee  

6 Self-employed, including farmers  

7 Chairman of the board of private companies ect. (as a full-time job) 

8 CEO in a private company (only the top position) 

9 

Employee in a political party (full-time job as political consultant, advisor or party 

secretary.  

Also including the position as political advisor for MEPs) 

10 
Other elected political office (as a full-time job e.g. mayor, member of the European 

Parliament or EU-Commissioner) 

11 Member of parliament 

12 Minister 

13 Employee in the local/regional administration  

14 Employee on a public institution or company (administrative or leadership position) 

15 Employee in the central or international administration 

16 Chief executive in the local or regional administration (City- or regional manager)  

17 Chief executive in the central administration (Agency heade, permanent secretary) 

18 Employee in interest group (full-time job as political or analytical consultant) 

19 Director of interest group (also called secretariat director) 

20 Chair of interest group 

 

Here we distinguish between different sectors of employment (public, private, political, 

administrative and interest groups) and level of employment, and we distinguish between full-time 

jobs as employee/elected office and elite positions as chief executive.   
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The second step is to calculate the distances between the various elite career sequences. We 

use the optimal matching algorithm (Gauthier et al. 2014) to calculate distances across sequences. 

This algorithm calculates the distance between two sequences as the cost of transforming one into the 

other by considering the insertion, deletion, and substitution of career positions (Gabadinho et al. 

2011). We end up with a matrix including all of the pairwise distances we need to perform the third 

step: the cluster analysis. 

The purpose of the clustering analysis is to identify different types of elite career paths with 

the biographical data. We use Ward’s hierarchical ascending clustering procedure to cluster similar 

sequences into groups. This procedure minimizes the total within-cluster variance (Ward 1963). 

There is a tradeoff between opting for the lowest level of clustering and having analytically 

meaningful groups. Thus, different solutions are possible (Jäckle & Kerby, 2018). We inform our 

choice by calculating the Average Silhouette Width (ASW), which measures the coherence of the 

cluster assignment (Studer 2013). A nine-cluster solution is associated with the highest ASW (0.26), 

indicating that this solution has the highest within-cluster similarity and across-cluster heterogeneity. 

Other measures of clustering coherence also suggest that a nine-cluster solution is the best, and that 

other solutions result in groups we cannot separate from random groups (ASW < 0.25) (statistics are 

provided in appendix). 

 

Which career paths lead to the political elite?  

The analysis is divided into two parts. First we show which career paths lead to the political elite by 

reporting and interpreting the nine clusters. Second, we investigate to what extend there are overlap 

between sectors. Does the political elite consists of single-track specialists trapped in a golden cage 

or multi-lane generalists that revolve between sectors?  
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Figure 1. Career trajectories of the Danish political elite, 2018 

   

Figure 1 displays an index plot with sequences from the nine grouped sequences that came out of our 

clustering analysis. The silhouettes are used to order the sequences in the plots and the most 

characteristic sequences of each cluster are represented at the top of each graphic. According to the 

definition of the silhouette, the sequences we call "characteristic" are those that are close to the center 

of their group, but distant from the closest group. By contrast, the sequences at the bottom of each 

graphic are poorly represented and/or poorly assigned.  
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Interpreting and labelling the clusters are just as important a task as the previous analytical 

steps. The first career path that leads to the Danish political elite is cluster 1 which we label ‘Party 

political career’, because it predominantly contains individuals who have been occupied in party 

politics – red colored bars. 109 individuals have taken this career paths to the political elite. The next 

cluster is dominated by blue color, which indicates that these 61 persons have had a career in the 

private sector as employees in a private company, before they end up in an elite position. We therefore 

label this cluster ‘Private sector career’. 

The third cluster contains 29 individuals and have a more varied color scheme indicating 

more diversity in the sector and level of employment. However, darker brown colors dominates the 

final part of sequences in this cluster, which indicates that these sequences result in positions as CEOs 

and Chairs, in particular, of interest groups. We therefore call this cluster ‘Group leadership career’.  

The fourth cluster is dominated by dark blue sequences which indicates that these 42 persons 

take the route as Chief Executive Officer in a private business into the political elite. We therefore 

label this cluster ‘CEO career’.  

The fifth cluster is clearly dominated by persons who have spent most of their career in the 

central or international administration. We therefore call this cluster ‘Central administration career’. 

There are 74 persons who have followed this career path.  

The sixth cluster is more diverse, but as the most characteristic sequences in the top 

illustrates the common denominator for these 75 persons is that they have spent a large part of their 

career in the local administration. We therefore label this career path ‘Local administration career’. 

The next cluster is dominated by pink color meaning that these persons have been occupied 

in the public sector before they entered their elite position. This cluster is therefore labelled ‘Public 

sector career’ and 51 persons have taken this career path.  
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After this follows a cluster that is clearly dominated by a light blue color which mean that 

they have been self-employed on their way into the political elite. We therefore call this cluster ‘Self-

employed career’.  

The last cluster is clearly dominated by orange colors which means that these 100 persons 

have been employed in an interest group on their way to the political elite.  We therefore label this 

career path ‘Organizational career’.  

As the nine career paths show there are indeed a diversity of routes to the political elite – 

corresponding to what we expected in Hypothesis 1. There must be even more routes to an elite 

position in the same elite sector, as the number of career paths exceeds the number of elite sectors. 

Finally, they also show that elite actors are recruited from a variety of employments ranging from 

local administrative employment, over CEOs of private business to employment in interest groups or 

political parties.  

Table 3 shows the distribution of career paths across elite sectors. We have divided elite 

actors within each sector to provide a more nuanced picture. For MPs, we divide them into politicians 

with or without a powerful position within the party. A powerful position is defined as minister, party 

leader, party spokesman, and parliamentary group leader. We separate permanent secretaries from 

agency heads in the administrative elite sector, and we split CEOs from Chairs in the interest group 

elite sector. Bold numbers in the table indicates the most common career path for the given sub-group 

of elite actors in each elite sector.  

Our third hypothesis stated, that elite actors within the administrative elite should follow 

relatively similar paths to the top due to restrictive recruitment criteria. This is clearly confirmed for 

permanent secretaries, where 17 out of 18 permanent secretaries follow the central administration 

career, which means that they move their way up the ranks of the central national administration. This  
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Table 3. Career trajectories across elite positions 

 Parliamentary 

Central 

administration Interest groups 

Cluster Position 

No 

position 

Permanent 

secretary 

Agency 

head 

Elected 

Chairman 

Hired 

CEO 

Party political career 
70 56 0 0 0 3 

Central administration career 
0 0 94 67 1 6 

Organizational career 4 0 0 4 5 60 

Group leadership career 2 1 0 0 15 1 

CEO career 
2 3 0 1 21 1 

Private sector career 2 9 0 4 16 14 

Public sector career 4 7 0 7 16 6 

Local administration career 
13 17 6 16 13 10 

Self-employed career 
4 7 0 0 13 0 

Total 53 

100 

122 

100 

18 

100 

69 

100 

166 

100 

144 

100 

 

is also the dominant career path for agency heads (46 out of 69) but some are also recruited from the 

local administration and public sector. However, the administrative elite is not the only one following 

a certain path. The similarity is less evident for the parliamentary and interest group sector, as 

expected from the similarity hypothesis (H3), but still noticeable. In particular, top-politicians tend 

to have followed the party political career (37 out of 53 top-politicians) which is also the case for the 

majority of politicians without a party position. The remaining politicians have followed many 

different routes into parliament, but none of them have jumped from a career in the central 

administration into parliament, and only few have followed a career within the interest group sector. 

Finally, there seems to be two routes to the top in the interest group sector. Hired organization heads 

(CEOs) mainly follow the organizational career starting as employees in an interest group and 

gradually learning the art of interest representation and lobbyism, while elected chairs follow more 
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diverse careers leading toward group leadership departing from employment in an interest group or 

in the private or public sector – reflecting that interest groups represent different societal sectors and 

recruit their chairs from these. In sum, there is remarkable similarity in career paths within the same 

elite sector and variation across sectors (H1) and in accordance with our expectations (H3), the 

similarity is most evident for the administrative elite and least evident for the interest group sector 

that is split up in two for chairs and CEOs respectively. 

Turning to the hypotheses regarding revolving doors (H2, H4 and H5), we first investigate 

who have been in an elite position in another sector prior to their current elite position. We expected 

that the overall number of revolvers would be limited (H2), that very few would revolve into a top-

position in the central administration (H3), and that doors were more likely to revolve for MPs seeking 

into interest groups with matching political goals (H4).  

Table 5 shows the number of unique revolvers across sectors in the column ‘Revolvers’. The 

remaining five columns show which elite positions these persons have had. There are revolvers who 

have had more than one elite position during their career. Hence, the numbers of elite positions may 

exceed the number of unique revolvers.  

Table 5. Recruitment of revolvers (percentages) 
 

N Revolvers MP’s Permanent 

secretary 

Agency 

head 

IO 

Chairman 

IO 

CEO 

Parliament 175 18 (10) - 
  

8 11 

Central 

administration  

87 3 (3) 
 

- - 
 

3 

Interest groups 310 16 (5) 8 2 7 - - 

Note: The obvious numbers are left out and marked ”–”. For example all MPs have had a position as MP 

 

First, we see that the number of revolvers hired to these elite positions is limited. In total, there are 

37 unique revolvers (7 percent of all elite actors), who have had an elite position in another elite sector 

in the one, they are currently holding an elite position in. These 37 revolvers pass through the doors 
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39 times. This is significantly lower than the move from government into the private sector identified 

as one third by Rasmussen et al. (2021). Hence, within the political elite, elite actors only move across 

sectors rather seldom, which is in accordance with our hypothesis 2. 

Second, we expected that revolving into the administrative elite was particularly difficult 

(H4). This is also supported as only three of the 87 elite positions in the administrative sector have 

held elite positions in another elite sector, which is as CEOs of major interest groups. The interest 

group elite, however, is also quite closed for other elite actors as only 16 of the 310 positions are held 

by individuals having had elite positions in another elite sector prior to current position. The 

parliamentary elite hosts the relatively largest share of revolvers all coming from the interest group 

sector. 

This leads us to the final hypothesis that the revolvers moving in and out of the parliamentary 

and interest group sector do so where the reputational costs are low – hence where the political 

profiles align. In order to test that, we classify center-right parties along with business associations 

and employer organizations as these parties and organizations typically promote the interests of 

business and employers on welfare and labour market policies. Similarly we classify socialist parties 

along with trade unions as they have traditionally been linked in terms of organization and political 

goals.  

Table 6: Political matches for revolvers between the interest group and parliamentary sector 

Party1 Socialist Center-right Other 

Trade Union 8 0 1 

Business association 3 5 0 

Other2 4 5 1 

1Socialist parties: Red-Green-Alliance, Socialist Peoples’ Party, Social Democrats. Center-right parties: Social Liberals, 

Liberals, Conservatives, Liberal Alliance, The Christian Democrats. Other: Danish People’s Party, The Alternative.  
2Other types of interest groups include public interest groups such as environmental groups, identity groups such as 

associations for patients or organizations of public institutions such as associations of universities 
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In 12 out of the 27 transfers between the interest group sector and the parliament, we find a political 

match, so that representatives from socialist parties revolve around trade unions. For instance, the MP 

of the Red-Green Alliance, Jakob Sølvhøj, was chairman for the pedagogical section of the trade 

union and unemployment insurance fund FOA before he entered parliament, while the former 

Conservative MP, Carina Christensen, was later CEO of International Transport Denmark. Also in 

line with expectations, no MP from the center-right parties comes from or leave for a position in a 

trade union. However, this is not the case for socialist parties, where there are more examples of 

transfers between business associations and MPs representing these parties. With regard to exchanges 

with other kind of interest groups, we find more overlaps between Social Liberals and environmental 

organizations, which is in line with the green profile of that party, and we find more overlaps between 

socialist parties and organization fighting inequality such as Save the Children and Consumers 

Europe. When doors revolve between interest group elites and politicians they mainly do so within a 

common political realm, even though there are exceptions as for instance the Social Democratic 

Minister of Justice moving on as CEO of the Danish Agriculture and Food Council.    

Conclusion 

In this article we set out to investigate the extent to which parliamentary, bureaucratic and interest 

group elites had similar or distinct career trajectories – and the extent to which elite individuals had 

previously held elite positions in other sectors. To answer these questions, we mapped the full career 

of individuals with a position in the Danish parliamentary, administrative and interest group sector. 

Our analysis demonstrated the presence of a number of distinct career trajectories. Many of the career 

paths were clearly associated with one of the elite groups in focus and most top bureaucrats and 

interest group CEO’s had for example followed rather similar paths to the top. Most variation was 

found within the individuals occupying positions as chairs of interest groups – most likely reflecting 
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the diversity in the interest group system with trade unions, business groups and citizen groups 

recruiting chairs from within their own ranks. 

We also mapped the number of ‘elite revolvers’ defined as individuals who had previously 

held an elite position in a different sector. Although some of these shifts in elite positions have 

attracted much public attention, they are in fact not very common. Overall, seven percent of the 

included elite individuals could be classified as elite revolvers. In the parliamentary elite, ten percent 

had held a position in an interest groups and among the interest group elites five percent had 

previously held either a position in politics or at the top of the central administrative. Top bureaucrats 

were the least likely to have had previous experience from an elite position in a different sector. 

Our findings should be comforting for those worried about the detrimental consequences of 

the existence of a revolving door. It is, however, important to note that our analysis focuses only on 

top positions and does not include possible shifts to private companies. We are therefore not able to 

ascertain the full extent of possible shifts between different sectors of political relevance. In addition, 

it is notable that some of the ‘elite revolvers’ are indeed in a position to bring very specific 

competencies and connections to their new positions. Still, it seems just as relevant to be concerned 

about whether the career trajectories limit the transfer of knowledge and competencies across sectors. 

It is particularly notable that the top positions in politics and in the national administration are 

predominantly occupied with individuals who have spent most of their career in politics and 

administration, respectively. While this obviously provides them with relevant qualifications it may 

also limit the diversity in perspectives and types of insights brought to their positions.  
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